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MU Assessment Day engages students, faculty
By JESSICA PATTERSON

THE PARTHENON
A little advice can go a long way.
Marshall University students had the
chance Wednesday to give the University advice about how to improve
all aspects of campus through Assessment Day.
Sariah Callender, a freshman psychology major, said she liked the
atmosphere of the focus groups.
“It was very light, open-aired and
fun,” Callender said. “I feel like the
information I gave will be actually
taken into account. It just felt more
personal.”
The focus groups gave students a
chance to discuss their ideas with
people rather than answering questions on a computerized survey.
Callender said she also thought the
focus group made her opinion more
noticeable.
“Your statements are direct, so they
can’t ignore you or just look at a survey,” Callender said. “You know that
they’re getting your information, and
you know that they’re listening to it
and taking it into account.”
Assessment Day included a lunch

on the Memorial Student Center Plaza
with entertainment. Jazz ensembles
and the Marshall University Fife and
Drum Corps played music during
lunch.
Wendell Dobbs, professor of music and director of the Fife and Drum
Corps, said he and the group enjoyed
being able to perform.
“That’s what we do. We love to play,
and we have always had a very appreciative public,” Dobbs said.
Adam O’Neal, a freshman music education major and member of the jazz
ensemble, said he thought the performance would give students a break
during the assessments.
“Seniors are taking tests, and there
are a lot of other activities going on,”
O’Neal said. “Sometimes you need to
take a minute and enjoy some good
music.”
Matt Salyers, a senior physical and
health education major, said the surveys gave him a chance to voice his
opinion about the ups and downs he
has experienced at Marshall.
“I’ve had some good experiences,

See ASSESSMENT DAY | Page 5

Jazzin’ up Assessment Day
By COURTNEY BROWN

THE PARTHENON
The sound of smooth jazz could be
heard during the lunch hour as Jazz
ensemble 12.0 brought musical entertainment to the Assessment Day
crowd in the Marshall University Memorial Student Center.
Martin Saunders, trumpet and jazz
studies professor, said he typically
has one of his groups performing for
the assessment day crowd.
“The annual tradition is that some
group of mine would play here at
assessment day,” Saunders said. “Traditionally, for the past four or five years
it has been the rock group ‘Looking
Glass,’ but that is not active this semester. So, I have volunteered the jazz

ensemble.”
Jarohn Grandstaff, jazz studies major, said jazz band is a fun experience,
and his favorite piece of the day was
“Four Brothers.”
“‘Four Brothers’ was my favorite
piece,” Grandstaff said. “It is a piece
that features the saxophone section.
During the piece, we have solos, and
it is really cool.”
Chris McConaha, music education
major, said his favorite piece was
when he played his solo.
“‘April in Paris’ was my first debut
solo in the 12.0 band and it was really
fun,” McConaha said.
Some of the other pieces the jazz

See JAZZ | Page 5
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ABOVE: The Marshall University Drum and Fife Corps performs a show on
the plaza of the Memorial Student Center, Wednesday, for Assessment
Day. LEFT: Students and faculty gather for a free barbeque lunch in front
of the MSC, Wednesday.
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I think that this is a big way we
can give Marshall our feedback,
and we get out of class for it so I
know that people are listening.”

I like to think that it makes a
difference and they’ll (Marshall
University) actually look at the
feedback they are getting.”

> SARAH WEAVER, Sophomore
Elementary and Special Ed Major
At first I was hesitant but after the fact
someone said I could win a Nintendo
Wii, I was like ‘Oh Yeah, I’m going for
this.’ I took every single survey.”

> IZAK GAINOR, Freshman
Undecided Major

> AUDREY STANSBERRY, Junior
Accounting Major

I feel like it’s great for students
to actually share their opinions
and try to change things at
Marshall.”

> CHASE CANTERBERRY,
Senior Art Major

PHOTOS COURTESY OF WILLIAMSON DAILY NEWS

The scene outside the Mingo County Courthouse, Wednesday.

JOSIE LANDGRAVE | THE PARTHENON

Former teaching assistant Jacob Wolfe and his attorney Amber Hanna at his preliminary
hearing Wednesday morning.
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Former MU teaching assistant to face grand jury trial Mingo County sheriff shot,
By JOSIE LANDGRAVE

THE PARTHENON
A preliminary hearing for former
Marshall University graduate teaching
assistant Jacob Wolfe was Wednesday.
Wolfe was arrested March 13 on two
counts of felony possession of child
pornography.
Cabell County Magistrate Darrell
Black ruled there was enough probable
cause to proceed with a trial after hearing both arguments. A bond reduction
request was also denied.
The investigation against Wolfe

began in July 2012. The West Virginia
Cyber Crimes Task Force, the West
Virginia State Police and Huntington
Police served Wolfe with a warrant in
July 2012 to search his computer and
hard drives.
Cpl. Robert Boggs, with the West
Virginia State Police Crimes Against
Children Unit, was the arresting officer and testified at the hearing. Boggs
has been in charge of all digital evidence regarding criminal activity since

See TRIAL | Page 5

killed while eating lunch

THE PARTHENON
Mingo County Sheriff Eugene Crum was shot and killed
Wednesday afternoon in front of the Mingo County Courthouse in Williamson, W.Va.
According to reports, Crum was shot multiple times at
point blank inside his SUV around 12:30 p.m. in downtown Williamson. Police state that the suspected shooter,
Tennis Melvin Maynard, 37, drove up beside Crum while
the sheriff was having lunch and monitoring a suspected
“pill mill” in downtown Williamson. Maynard was shortly
pursued and engaged by a sheriff’s deputy in nearby Delbarton, W.Va.
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CRUM
An ensuing firefight with police left Maynard wounded and
the suspect was transported to Cabell Huntington Hospital in
Huntington.
Crum had taken office in January 2013 and campaigned
on strong opposition to Mingo County’s drug epidemic and
was noted for aggressive tactics in cracking down on abuse.
Motivation behind the shooting is currently unknown.

LOW 40°
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Korean tensions prompt US to beef up defense of Guam
By DAVID S. CLOUD

TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU
(MCT)
The Pentagon said Wednesday that it is sending a mobile
missile defense system to Guam
as a “precautionary move,” as
Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel
said North Korea posed a “real
and clear danger” to the U.S.
military base on the western
Pacific island, as well as to allies and other U.S. territory.
North Korea has named
Guam and Hawaii as potential
targets in a series of bellicose
statements in recent weeks
that have raised tensions on
the Korean peninsula and
prompted a series of military
moves aimed at beefing up the
U.S. military presence in the region and reassuring allies that
the U.S. will come to their aid in
case of attack.
The decision to send a Terminal High Altitude Area Defense

system to Guam comes after
Pentagon officials were questioned in recent days about
whether the island _ which is
a U.S. territory _ has been covered by the U.S. missile defense
system. The system includes
ground-based interceptors in
Alaska and California, as well
as warships capable of shooting down missiles.
North Korea has “ratcheted
up their bellicose, dangerous
rhetoric and some of the actions they’ve taken over the
last few weeks present a real
and clear danger and threat,”
Hagel said in a speech at the
National Defense University on
Wednesday.
Areas at risk include South
Korea and Japan, as well as
Guam, Hawaii and the West
Coast of the United States, he
said. “We have to take those
threats seriously.”
Despite the concerns, North

Gaza cease-fire
unraveling amid
renewed air attacks

By EDMUND SANDERS

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
A fragile cease-fire agreement between Israel and the
Palestinian group Hamas
looked shakier Wednesday
with the resumption of rocket
attacks into southern Israel
and a retaliatory airstrike at
Gaza Strip by the Israeli Air
Force.
Though no injuries were
reported in any of the attacks
Tuesday night and Wednesday
morning, the violence ended
one of the longest lulls along
that border in recent memory.
Tuesday night's Israeli airstrike was the first in Gaza
since the truce that ended an
eight-day offensive last November. That clash killed 168
Palestinians and six Israelis.
"We will not in any way allow
a routine of rocket fire steadily
dripping on our civilians and
soldiers," Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Yaalon said.
The Israeli strike, which
officials said hit Palestinian
militant positions in northern
Gaza, followed the firing of two
projectiles into Israel earlier in
the day.
After the Israeli strike, militants fired two more rockets
early Wednesday, hitting the
Israeli town of Sderot, officials
said.
It marked the fourth time
since the November cease-fire
agreement that militants have
fired at Israel. The previous
attack came last month during President Barack Obama's
visit to Israel and the West
Bank, when one rocket hit
a home and another landed
in an empty kindergarten
classroom.
The latest Palestinian attack
appeared to have been triggered by the death of Hamas
prisoner Maysara abu Hamdieh, 63, who died of throat
cancer in an Israeli hospital.
Palestinian officials accused
Israel of failing to provide adequate medical treatment and
release Hamdieh sooner when
it became clear his condition
was terminal.
Israeli officials said they believe the rocket fire was likely
coming from smaller extremist

groups in Gaza, but that they
would hold Hamas, which controls Gaza, responsible.
Hamas officials accused
Israel of trying to provoke
another clash with Gaza to divert attention from Hamdieh's
death, which trigged violent
protests around the West Bank
Tuesday.
"We consider last night's
bombing a real threat to the
truce reached following last
November's war," said Hamas
spokesman Sami Abu Zuhri,
adding that Hamas would
complain to Egyptian mediators, who are monitoring the
cease-fire agreement.
United Nations officials
called upon both sides to stop
the violence and honor the
cease-fire.
U.N. Special Coordinator
Robert Serry warned the latest clashes risked "unraveling
the gradual but tangible improvements achieved since
(November) in the easing of
the (border) closure and the
security situation in Gaza and
southern Israel."
Israel has said that if rocket
fire continues, other provisions of the cease-fire could
be negatively impacted, such
as the relaxing of a buffer
zone along the border and
expanded nautical rights for
Gaza fisherman.
Palestinians say Israel has
already violated those agreements several times since
November.
Yaalon also warned forces in
Syria that Israel would take a
"firm hand" in responding to
any spillover of violence into
the Golan Heights.
Israeli
tanks
retaliated
against targets in Syria on
Tuesday after one of its military patrols came under fire
from across the border. It was
unclear who fired at the Israeli
patrol, but officials said they
hit the source of the attack.
Earlier in the day, Israel said
an errant shell from Syria fell
into Israeli-controlled territory. In recent months, such
incidents have become increasingly common, often
triggering an Israeli military
response.

Korea has not demonstrated
that its missiles have the range
to hit Guam or Hawaii, much
less the U.S. mainland. Nor
is it known to have a nuclear
warhead small enough to be
carried on its missiles. But
U.S. officials said its missile
capabilities have expanded in
recent years more rapidly than
predicted.
Asked about Guam recently,
Undersecretary of Defense
James Miller said the U.S. missile defense system “provides
coverage of not just the continental United States, but all
the United States.” But some
analysts note that the U.S.
military’s own maps of the
geographic reach of the groundbased interceptor shows Guam
uncovered.
Defense officials said that
Guam was still covered by missile-carrying U.S. warships in
the Pacific equipped to shoot

down ballistic missiles. Sending the ground-based system
to Guam beefs up the U.S. defense. The so-called THAAD
system, which the Pentagon
said would arrive in Guam
“in coming weeks,” includes a
truck-mounted launcher, interceptor missiles, a tracking
radar and a fire-control computer system.
It shoots interceptors designed to hit ballistic missiles
in the final phase of their flight
as they descend toward their
targets.
“I hope the North will
ratchet this very dangerous
rhetoric down,” Hagel said.
“There is a pathway that’s responsible for the North to get
on a path to peace.” But, he
added, “you don’t achieve that
responsibility and peace and
prosperity by making nuclear
threats and taking very provocative actions.”

MARK CROSSE | FRESNO BEE | MCT

Farm laborer Javier Carreon talks to Dr. Luis Martinez during an exam at Clinica Sierra Vista in Fresno, Calif. Carreon is one of the many
undocumented immigrants who delay care because they are poor, uninsured and in the country illegally.

Obamacare to bypass undocumented immigrants
By BARBARA ANDERSON

THE FRESNO BEE (MCT)
Fresno farm laborer Javier
Carreon tried for two weeks
to ignore pain radiating up
his right leg to his back, but
when it got worse last week
he finally went to a doctor.
“I hardly come to the doctor. I just came because it’s
very painful; it’s very strong,”
he said in Spanish in an exam
room at the Clinica Sierra
Vista health center.
He is one of many immigrants who delay care
because they are poor, uninsured and in the country
illegally.
And that’s unlikely to
change under Obamacare or
immigration reform.
Beginning next year, the
federal Affordable Care Act
will provide insurance to millions of low-income people
who now lack it. But tens of
thousands of undocumented
workers in the central San
Joaquin Valley will remain ineligible for coverage.
Even immigrants who are
in the U.S. legally may be hurt
by health reform rules. Gov.
Jerry Brown has proposed
that starting next year, recent

arrivals would have to buy
insurance through the state
health benefits exchange
rather than get Medi-Cal,
even if they are eligible. Critics of the plan say it would
deny health benefits to lowincome immigrants.
And because immigration
reform is likely to contain
built-in delays to health
benefits, community health
centers and hospital emergency departments will have
to continue providing health
care for the uninsured immigrant _ with maybe less
money to do so.
Last month, congressional
Republicans, Senate Democrats and the president
vowed to establish comprehensive immigration reform
that could be a road to citizenship for an estimated
121,000 undocumented immigrants in the Valley, and
2.6 million statewide.
But citizenship won’t provide an immediate path to
health benefits for immigrants. Both immigration
reform plans, one by the
president and another spearheaded by Republican Sens.
Marco Rubio of Florida and

page designed and edited by BISHOP NASH | nash24@marshall.edu

John McCain of Arizona _ propose to make undocumented
immigrants wait to qualify
for government-subsidized
health benefits while they are
in the process of becoming
citizens. The president’s plan
would make immigrants wait
eight years; the wait under
the Republican plan would be
at least 10 years.
Some experts believe both
scenarios would create an
interim period in which even
wider gaps develop between
the haves and have-nots of
health care.
“There’s no reason to make
people wait,” said Harry Foster, chief executive officer of
Family HealthCare Network,
which operates clinics for
low-income people in Tulare
and Kings counties. “They’re
going to start on a path to citizenship, we should get them
in (the health care system)
right away.”
Sandra
Celedon-Castro,
programs manager for outreach and enrollment at
Clinica Sierra Vista, said the
proposals would create “a
sub-class of folks _ we’re
telling them, ‘you’re not
deserving of a basic right,

health care.’ “
It’s also creating “a system
that says, wait until something really bad happens and
then go to the emergency
room for care, which is the
most costly care,” she said.
Under federal law, hospitals must provide care to all,
regardless of citizenship status or ability to pay.
Legal immigrants also
would have to wait for health
benefits. Obama has cited
the Personal Responsibility
and Work Opportunity Act of
1996, which bans green card
holders from public benefits
for five years.
Up to this point in California, legal immigrants haven’t
been subject to the five-year
time restriction for enrollment in Medi-Cal, but that
could change in 2014.
Brown wants recent immigrants who are eligible for
Medi-Cal to buy insurance
through Covered California, the state health benefits
exchange. The governmentsubsidized exchange was
created to help people find
affordable health plans.

See OBAMACARE | Page 5
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Herd looks to rebound
against Houston Cougars

Final Four to be Big
East’s last hurrah

By CAITIE SMITH

CHICAGO TRIBUNE (MCT)
Ask Louisville coach Rick
Pitino or Syracuse’s Jim
Boeheim about Madison
Square Garden or Big East
founder Dave Gavitt.
Even tight-lipped Boeheim
will become sentimental and
weave a story about a Big East
classic.
“I would have been happy if
someone said, ‘Coach, you’re
going to coach Syracuse and
be in this league 10 years,’”
Boeheim said. “’We’ll give
you 10 pretty good years, but
that’s it.’ I’d have said, ‘OK, I’ll
take it,’ right then. It just has
been unbelievable.”
A happy ending? A bittersweet ending?
Most can agree it’s a proper
ending.
This NCAA tournament is
the last gasp for the original
Big East.
Its
finale
could
be
memorable.
Two Big East teams ‑ No.
1 East Region seed Louisville and No. 4 Midwest seed
Syracuse ‑ play in different
brackets Saturday in the Final Four at the Georgia Dome
in Atlanta. They could wrap
things up even more appropriately if they meet in the
title game.
The teams thought they
already had a farewell moment when Louisville pulled
away in the second half to
win the Big East tournament

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Amongst the opening week of major
league baseball, the Marshall University
baseball team reached the halfway point
in its season on Wednesday with a loss to
Eastern Kentucky.
The Herd lost its third straight game in
the 10-3 defeat, managing only seven hits
in its second game in two days.
Marshall also fell to WVU on Tuesday by
a score of 10-2.
The Herd will get a day of rest before
heading to Appalachian Power Park for its
second conference weekend where Marshall will take on no.19 Houston.
“We got the first conference series under
our belt,” senior Alfredo Brito said of the
upcoming weekend. “Not how we wanted
to start off, but we can work on what we
need to work on from that first series.”
In the first series, the Herd went 1-2 in
conference play to UAB.
Houston is currently 23-6 and 5-1 in
Conference USA play. The Cougars were
just 18-35 one year ago.
“They have really turned their team
around this year,” Brito said. “That’s what
we’re trying to do.”
Freshman Justin Montemayor will lead
Houston’s offensive threat. The infielder is
on top of the Cougar statistics with a .333
batting average.
Andrew Dundon, who holds a .327 average despite going 0-2 in Wednesday’s
matchup, and senior Isaac Ballou, who
reached base for his 20th consecutive
game on Wednesday, continue to lead Marshall’s offense.
Brito, who usually starts as designated
hitter, did not play in Wednesday’s contest,
but is still confident he can make an impact
for the Herd this weekend and through the
rest of conference play.
“I’m having a slow start to the year,”
Brito said. “Hitting is the hardest thing to
do in any sport, but I know I can hit in this
conference. My mechanics aren’t really the
issue; it’s more of me believing in myself

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Freshman outfielder Chose Vogelbach rounds the bases. Vogelbach has scored 12 runs during the
season, as well as having 12 RBI.
and not trying to do too much. If I can keep
things simple, I know I can get on a roll.”
The team is not intimidated by Houston’s
sudden ranking rise.
“Playing any top 25 team is fun,” freshman Chase Vogelbach said of the Cougars
status. “But, it’s college baseball. We are all
division one athletes, and anyone can beat
anyone. Just look at Wichita State in the Final Four in basketball this year.”
Vogelbach played in Power Park for the
first time against WVU in March, but it was
not the first time the Floridian has been to

the stadium.
“I was born in Charleston,” Vogelbach
said. “I still have family there, so I’ve seen
the Power play, and I’ve been in that ballpark on several occasions before I came
to Marshall. Its pretty cool getting to play
there.”
Vogelbach had a hit in the game Wednesday and supports a .280 average on the
season, but is continuing to work on small
things to improve his batting.

See BASEBALL | Page 5
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The Marshall Cheerleading Team performs during halftime at the Cam Henderson Center.

By SHANNON RYAN

championship in Madison
Square Garden.
The Cardinals will face No.
9-seed Wichita State out of
the West, while the Orange
will take on the South’s No. 4
seed, Michigan.
The Big Ten was supposed
to be the dominant conference this season with perhaps
all four Final Four teams
from its conference. But here
comes the Big East with two
teams loaded with history.
It would be more sentimental if not for the fact these two
programs had a hand in tearing apart the Big East.
Both will defect to the ACC.
Syracuse an original member
‑ will leave next season, while
Louisville ‑ a member since
leaving Conference USA in
2003 ‑ will depart a year later.
Pittsburgh, Rutgers and
Notre Dame also are leaving
the conference.
“(Former commissioners)
knew what was coming, and
was inevitable,” Boeheim said.
“Nobody should ask how the
Big East was broken up. People should ask how did it stay
together with the differences,
the schools.”

See BIG EAST | Page 5

Marshall baseball to honor
breast cancer awareness
THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University
Baseball team will head back
to Appalachian Power Park
in Charleston this weekend
to face conference opponent
University of Houston.
David Dillon, marketing and
promotions assistant, said the
games will be Friday and Saturday at 2 p.m. and Sunday at
10 a.m.
“Chick-fil-A is catering all
these games,” Dillon said. “This
is another great chance to
watch some good baseball with
them coming off of a one and
two series against UAB. Plus, the
8-0 victory against WVU is still
ringing in their heads.”
Fans will get a chance to help
Marshall and the baseball team
support breast cancer awareness at Saturday’s game, where
all pink equipment will be
brought out.

“The players will wear
pink uniforms and sport pink
equipment,” Cory Booker,
marketing and promotions assistant, said.
The players hope to bring
awareness about the disease
to fans.
“We really would like
the Marshall students to
come out and support the
team,” Dillon said. “With the
weather as nice as it’s supposed to be on Friday, it’s a
good chance to enjoy some
baseball.”
Booker said Marshall students get into games for free
and should take advantage of
free admission to help support the team.
“They are doing good right
now and really need support, not just from fans, but
also from the student body,”
Booker said.

Cheerleading team to host tryouts
By MIRANDA PEMBERTON

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University cheerleading
team will host tryouts for the 2013-2014
season April 19-21, with an open gym date
Friday from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
The open gym will give incoming high
school seniors the opportunity to see what
college cheerleading is like, head cheerleading coach Kelsey Waybright said.
“Open gym really gives the opportunity
for incoming [high school] seniors to gain
co-ed stunting experience,” Waybright said.
“They also get the chance to learn a little
about the tryout process.”
Waybright said tryouts consist of an interview portion, stunting and learning new
material.
“They get any other questions they have
answered,” Waybright said. “They really get

to see the difference between a collegiate
program compared to the high school programs they’ve become accustomed to.”
The open gym gives the potential participants a chance to meet team members they
may cheer with.
“They get to meet a lot of team veterans
and coaching staff,” Waybright said. “They
don’t learn any material so they don’t
get an advantage there, but they do get a
chance to stunt and get more comfortable.
It seems many of them are insecure with
that aspect when they come in.”
Waybright said they also get a chance to
get comfortable with and choose the guys
they will be stunting with during tryouts.
There are many credentials potential
cheerleaders need for the team.
“We require certain standing-tumbling
aspects as well as some running-tumbling,”

Waybright said. “We also require certain
co-ed stunts.”
Waybright being named the new head
coach is not the only changes that are in
place for the upcoming years.
“Something new this year is we are having an all-girls stunting group,” Waybright
said. “This really opens up a lot more options for incoming high school girls.”
The changes will not stop there.
“This is part of a three year plan we have
to phase back in the all girls squad,” Waybright said. “This year, we are just wading
the waters and trying it out.”
Any additional information about tryouts and the code of conduct that needs to
be signed for the beginning of tryouts can
be found on the HerdZone website.
Miranda Pemberton can be contacted
at pemberton23@marshall.edu.
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ABOUT US

Which NCAA team do you
think will win the national
championship?

The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published
by students Mondays through Fridays during the regular semesters,
and weekly Thursdays during the summer.
The editorial staff is responsible for news and editorial content.
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THE FIRST
AMENDMENT

Column

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

Column

Fight back against
digital distraction
By PETER GOLDMARK

NEWSDAY (MCT)
We all understand that electronic devices have changed our
lives. The impact they have on
the way we live has to rank right
up there with the mastery of fire
and discovery of the wheel.
In talking with three women
at a conference in California
last month, I stumbled on a
consequence of that electronic
invasion that I had no idea even
existed: e-nups.
What, you've never heard of
e-nups? You've heard of prenups prenuptial agreements,
right? Those are agreements
couples make before marriage
to determine who will have
what right under what circumstances to which portions of
the partners' respective financial and other assets.
E-nups are agreements couples make before or during a
marriage or relationship to regulate circumstances in which
they will use cellphones, iPads,
laptops, etc.
The need for an e-nup arises
out of a couple's search for
a strong interpersonal relationship and a life of shared
meaning all in the face of the
heaviest and most inventive
assault on cerebral machinery
and sensory engagement in
the 10,000 years since humans
started living in communities.
You've seen people text while
driving. You've seen people
steal a look at a cellphone at
the movies, at a party, or most
frighteningly while in an airplane when all devices are
supposed to be shut down. I
saw survey results once that indicated some people even peek
at their cellphones during sex.
The three women with whom
I spoke said these e-nuptial
agreements establish a mutually
agreed upon set of rules about
when and where they would use
electronic instruments, so that
moments of closeness with each
other and quality interactions
with their children were not
mindlessly squeezed out by the
digital blizzard.

A couple named Zoe and
Kenny gave me permission
to share some passages from
the agreement they have been
working on. Here's a section:
"The person wanting to use
phone/computer needs to use
intentional communication to
obtain the permission of the
other people present. If our
daughter is present, we need
to explicitly make sure that the
other parent is willing/able to
serve as primary caregiver."
This section refers to situations when permission of others
present is required before using
a laptop or cellphone. The draft
is particular about restrictions
that will apply, and joint consultation required, when their
daughter is with them.
But other parts of the document propose flat restrictions
on when electronic instruments can be used:
"We will not engage with our
phones or work on our laptops
at all in the following circumstances ...
During meals together
When spending intentional
time together (e.g., taking a
walk, going to an event together, cuddling in bed)
When our daughter is
present
During movies, plays, etc.
In social situations (i.e., with
a group of friends)
In a confined space with others, even if it's "default time"
(i.e., car, public transportation,
elevator, etc.)"
For Zoe and Kenny have been
working on this agreement for
nearly a year and are on their fourth
draft. One of the other women I
spoke with said she and her husband were considering making
their agreement legally binding.
The agreements these couples
are working on, and the commitments they entail, seek to reclaim
from the digital onslaught a
measure of direct, engaged communication and quality time in
their lives as partners, parents
and friends. I bet there are more
couples working on e-nups than
any of us suspect.

n 5-7 times a week

41%

n 2-4 times a week

21%

n Once a week

2%

n Once a month

8%

n Never

28%
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Editorial

What should the U.S. do
about North Korea?

As the majority of Marshall University
students enjoyed their free day by sleeping in and eating free food, North Korea
took another step on the path to war by
warning the rest the U.S. that North Korea had been cleared to attack, saying
“The moment of explosion is approaching fast.”
To back up that statement, North Korea
is in the process of re-opening a nuclear
complex that had been shut down five
years ago.
In response, The U.S. has been ramping
up military activity in the area.
The last thing that anyone wants is another war, especially with war in the Middle
East finally starting to wind down.
But when one country actively threatens

to attack using nuclear weapons, what are
you supposed to do?
North Korea has long been a threat to
America, albeit one on the back burner.
It has never been any secret that North
Korea hates this country, but for the most
part that hate has been just words.
It is difficult to think North Korea would
actually attack, considering the country
reportedly has enough plutonium for 10
nuclear weapons, while the U.S. has about
7,000.
Luckily, America can be cautious about
the subject, considering that North Korea
currently does not have the technical capabilities of launching a nuclear attack on
American soil.
What if they could?

Will the U.S. attempt to preemptively diffuse the situation, as they did with Saddam
Hussein and Iraq, and if they did, would
they be justified?
So far, the U.S. seems to be content to sit
back, watch and wait to see what North Korea does.
This is the right move.
While it is doubtful that America would
receive negative backlash from the rest of
the world if they did invade North Korea, it
is possible that Kim Jong-un is all talk, and
peace is still an option.
But considering the stakes, it is not
worth risking it.
It is entirely possible the whole thing will
end up being a historical footnote.
But what if it does not end that way?

MCT CAMPUS

Column

People of faith can keep a holy war from breaking out over same-sex marriage
By WILLIAM MCKENZIE

THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS (MCT)
The wait is on now that the Supreme
Court has heard two cases about the constitutionality of same-sex marriage. As the
justices' ruling – expected in June nears,
anxiety will grow for those Americans
who fear the ratification of marriage involving gay and lesbian couples.
Trepidation likely will be acute among
those whose religious faith informs their
views on homosexuality. Polling data
shows slightly more than half of the
country now approves of same-sex marriages. But that's not the finding among
some conservative Catholic, white evangelical and African-American and Latino
believers.
For them, this is not a matter of constitutionality. The issue of gay marriage is
one of morality, biblical morality. And they
see an affirmation of such marriage as a
frontal assault on biblical morality.
I understand that. And for those of us who
support same-sex marriages, we should not
castigate those who are not where we are

and who may never get there. This is not an
easy bridge to cross. It certainly took me a
long time to embrace the idea.
For one thing, the concept of same-sex
marriage is so new. Justice Anthony Kennedy made that point when he said we
have had about five years of this form of
marriage, compared to 2,000 years of heterosexual marriage.
Still, I would pose a question to those
whose faith shapes their views on this
subject, especially those of us who are
Christians. If churches and the like are not
breaking down barriers, creating a sense
of wholeness in a fractured world, how will
our larger society ever get past its deep polarities, whether over the rights of gays and
lesbians or over a long list of other divisions?
A society certainly benefits when it
chooses reconciliation over discord. Once
we make that choice, we start creating a
greater sense of the whole.
See what love can do and dare. There is
the way forward, from an ancient hymn.
Daring to love is what families do when
they discover their sons and daughters
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are gay. Daring to love is what friends
do when they embrace someone with a
different sexual orientation. And daring
to love is ideally what people of faith do
when they encounter those who conflict
with their deeply held beliefs.
I recognize this is hard work, especially
for those who consider homosexuality a
sin. But look at the work of Jesus' ministry.
Didn't he consort with sinners? And why
put so much attention on this sin when
actually pride is the chief transgression of
all? Should we therefore drum the proud
out of our lives? If so, we are going to have
some pretty small circles.
I don't raise these points to suggest all
people of faith embrace same-sex marriage.
But let us at least believe we are all beloved
by God.
Once we do that, we can avoid a holy war
over homosexuality come June, no matter
how the Supreme Court rules. The justices
will be wrestling over constitutional issues,
but those who profess an abiding faith can
keep the moral aspect of the debate from
tearing a hole in America's heart.
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Obama outlines private-public
project to study the brain
By MELISSA HEALY

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
Making good on a promise
first hinted at during his State
of the Union speech in February, President Barack Obama
on Tuesday unveiled the broad
outlines of a scientific initiative
aimed at mapping the human
brain. The project's ambitious
goals include understanding
how the brain forms memories
and controls human behavior;
how it becomes damaged by
conditions such as Parkinson's
disease and autism; and how it
can be repaired when afflicted
by Alzheimer's disease, posttraumatic stress disorder and
other illnesses.
The BRAIN initiative short
for Brain Research through
Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies is modeled after
the Human Genome Project, in
which the federal government
partnered with philanthropies
and scientific entrepreneurs to
identify and characterize the
nearly 25,000 genes that make
up human DNA.
"A human brain contains
almost 100 billion neurons
making trillions of connections," Obama said Tuesday as
he outlined the initiative in the
East Room of the White House.
In the absence of a detailed map
of the brain's complex circuitry
and operating instructions
that could help troubleshoot
when the brain's wiring goes
awry, scientists often grope in
the dark for therapies that can
treat Alzheimer's or autism or
to reverse the effects of stroke,
Obama said. "So there is this
enormous mystery waiting to
be unlocked."
The funding available beyond this year for the BRAIN
initiative remains unclear.
Calling the "3 pounds of matter that sits between our ears"

Trial

Continued from Page 1
2006.
Boggs
stated
investigators found child pornography on three hard drives
and one USB drive. Approximately 179 graphics and five
videos have been confirmed
to be child pornography and
depict child victims as young
as four years old.
Boggs also said terms such
as “child sex” and “child love”
were typed into Wolfe’s computer and used to actively

Assessment Day
Continued from Page 1

but I’ve also had some bad
ones, and it is nice to be able to
talk about those issues,” Salyers
said. “Maybe it will help students in the future not have the
same issues.”

Obamacare

Continued from Page 2
Spurring the governor’s
plan is state legislation that
would expand Medi-Cal eligibility from 100 percent of
poverty to 138 percent as
part of Obamacare. MediCal is California’s version of
Medicaid, the state-federal
insurance for the low-income
and disabled.
For the first few years under
Obamacare, the federal government will pay 100 percent
for the increased Medi-Cal enrollment, but eventually, the
state will have to pay a share
of the cost for the expanded
program.
The governor’s plan takes
that into consideration, said
Gary Herbst, senior vice
president and chief financial officer at Kaweah Delta
Health Care District in Visalia.

a mystery to be unraveled,
Obama said his proposed budget of $110 million for fiscal
year 2014 would "help get this
project off the ground." Private
sector partners the Allen Institute for Brain Science, the Salk
Institute for Biological Studies,
the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute and the Kavli Foundation have committed $158
million to the project.
Over five years of the Human
Genome Project, the federal
government invested $3.8 billion in the effort. But federal
spending in the initiative's first
year was modest: $27.9 million.
In a bid to fend off opposition
from budget-cutters on Capitol
Hill and cast the initiative as an
investment in the U.S. economy,
the White House said that every federal dollar expended
on the Human Genome Project
went on to generate $141 in
economic output.
"Ideas are what power our
economy," Obama said. "When
we invest in the best ideas before anybody else does, our
businesses and our workers
can make the best products and
deliver the best services before
anybody else."
If Obama's proposed budget
for the project is approved by
Congress this year, the Defense
Advanced Research Projects
Agency, the small office within
the Pentagon known as DARPA,
will disburse about $50 million
in grants under the BRAIN initiative next year. The National
Institutes of Health will contribute $40 million, and the
National Science Foundation
$20 million.
Funding in future years will
be negotiated yearly.
"Out of this is going to come
a foundation of understanding
the brain that we have dreamed
of all through human history,"

said Dr. Francis Collins, who
was in charge of the government's role in the Human
Genome Project and is now director of the National Institutes
of Health.
DARPA Director Arati Prabhakar said her agency would
focus on the brain trauma
research it has pioneered in
recent years. That work was
spurred by the brain injuries
and PTSD that have afflicted
thousands of U.S. veterans of
the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The resulting insights and
treatments will also benefit civilians whose brains have been
injured by strokes, illness, car
crashes and falls, she said.
"We're starting to learn more
about how memory is encoded
in the brain and starting to see
how we might restore memory
loss after injury," Prabhakar
said. "There are broader applications," as researchers
extend that research to address
disorders of memory, such
as Alzheimer's disease, and
DARPA would probably invest
in such projects, she said.
DARPA, whose early research
helped spawn the Internet, will
also look to fund brain research
that would make prosthetic
devices more responsive to
human thought, as well as
other cognitive research that
might inspire new informationprocessing and computing
techniques, Prabhaker said.
Both subjects are of keen interest to the military.
The White House will also
assign the Presidential Commission for the Study of
Bioethical Issues the task of
exploring the ethical, legal and
societal problems certain to
arise as brain science advances.
That panel has already
weighed in on the social and
ethical implications of drugs

and technologies that promise
to enhance the cognitive performance of healthy people.
As future work unlocks the
workings of the brain when a
patient appears to be in a vegetative state, those experts will
probably wrestle with new definitions of life and death. And
as the field of neuroprosthetics
makes human thought increasingly discernible to computers,
age-old fears about the use of
mind-reading technologies are
likely to spark investigation.
Despite uncertainty about future funding, the initiative drew
jubilant praise from scientists
engaged in brain research.
"Where you put a major investment in understanding the
most complicated thing we
know--the human brain--there
could be benefits to every aspect of society," said Dr. John
C. Mazziotta, a leading neuroscientist who is executive
vice dean of the University of
California, Los Angeles' David Geffen School of Medicine.
Scientists could make new
discoveries about aging, education, creativity, psychiatric
disorders and social problems
such as homelessness, he said.
But such lofty goals will
not come cheap, cautioned
Larry Swanson, president of
the Society for Neuroscience.
The initiative will fall short of
expectations if federal funds
dedicated to the project are
the object of yearly political
haggling.
Obama on Tuesday offered a
nod to such concerns.
"Of course, none of this will
be easy," he said. "If it was, we
would already know everything
there was about how the brain
works, and presumably my life
would be simpler here. It could
explain all kinds of things that
go on in Washington."

search on a file-sharing network. Several user accounts
associated with the name “Jacob” were also found on his
computer.
Wolfe’s
attorney,
Amber Lee Hanna, argued the
prosecution did not provide
enough evidence to prove
Wolfe was the man behind
the computer.
“There is a possibility that
someone else could have
downloaded those files without my client’s knowledge,”
Hanna said. “They cannot

prove my client clicked and
looked at these images and
videos.”
Despite the defenses claims,
Boggs said he remains confident justice will be served.
“I
am
thoroughly
convinced through my investigation that Mr. Wolfe
is the guy. I would not have
arrested him if I didn’t think
so,” Boggs said. “I do the investigation and testify to
what I found. I think the judicial system will handle the
rest appropriately, and the

jury will determine whether
Mr. Wolfe is guilty or not. I
understand this process, and
I respect it.”
Wolfe will now be indicted
on his charges and face a
grand jury trial. Wolfe could
face additional charges pending grand jury review. Wolfe is
held on a $100,000 cash only
bond at the West Virginia Regional Jail in Barboursville,
W.Va.
Josie Landgrave can be
contacted at landgrave2@
marshall.edu.

“I understand the governor’s
concern about being cautious
about how expansive (MediCal) becomes,” he said.
But advocates for immigrants say insurance through
Covered California will be unaffordable to many.
Legal immigrants “should
be treated no differently than
any other low-income person
and should be able to enroll
in Medi-Cal as they can today,” said Ronald Coleman,
government affairs manager
at the California Immigrant
Policy Center, a Sacramentobased immigration advocacy
organization.
Celedon-Castro worries that
immigrants here legally who
can’t afford insurance will go
outside the state exchange for
health benefits, and “predatory insurance companies can
take advantage of them” by
taking their money and not

providing coverage.
Most of the undocumented
immigrants in the Valley can’t
afford private insurance. Even
if they can pay out-of-pocket
to see doctors, very few physicians accept patients without
insurance,
Celedon-Castro
said: “They refer them to the
hospital.”
But the undocumented immigrant, like anyone else,
wants to stay healthy by having regular doctor visits, she
said last week as she interpreted for patients at Clinica
Sierra Vista.
Noemi Hernandez, 53, of
Kerman, tries to get her husband to go to the doctor. He
has high blood pressure and
other health problems, but he
refuses to get care until he is
really sick _ and then he can
wind up at a hospital, which
happened to him recently.
“He thought he was having

a heart attack, and they did
give him the care at the hospital, and he was discharged
the next day,” Hernandez said.
Doctors at the hospital told
him to see a doctor in the
community for follow-up care,
advice he didn’t take, she said.
Her husband would be more
likely to see a doctor regularly
if he had health insurance,
Hernandez said.
Without it, many undocumented immigrants have no
alternative to medical care
than a hospital emergency
department. Federal law
requires hospitals to treat
anyone who shows up, and
that won’t change in 2014
with the Affordable Care Act.
“We’re blind to the patient’s
insurance or lack of insurance.
We’re blind to their immigration status, their citizenship
or lack of citizenship,” said
Herbst of Kaweah Delta.

Lauren Bourne, a sophomore
cellular and molecular medical biology major, said she enjoyed both
the day off and helping the university by filling out the surveys.
“I think the surveys help the
teachers and staff know what
they are doing and what they
need to do,” Bourne said. “The

surveys were simple and easy
to do.”
Zach Hunter, a senior chemistry and applied math major,
said the senior assessment differed from his expectations.
“It was a long, problem-solving question that had nothing
to do with math or my major,”
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President Barack Obama delivers remarks at the announcement of the
administration's BRAIN (Brain Research through Advancing Innovative
Neurotechnologies) Initiative in the East Room of the White House,
Tuesday.

Jazz

Continued from Page 1
Gotta Try” and “Bluesette.”
Saunders said the jazz band
has prepared a variety of
pieces to play for audiences.
“We are playing anything
from a little bit of straight
swing style to some older
things,” Saunders said. “We

Big East

Continued from Page 3
The ACC must be drooling
with its upgrade. No team currently in the ACC made the
Final Four this season.
Fans of college basketball at
least can look forward to Pitino and Boeheim continuing
to square off.
At least for awhile.

Baseball

Continued from Page 3
“I’ve been working on letting
the ball travel and trying to hit
it the other way,” Vogelbach
said. “I’ve been out in front of
guys lately, so I just need to
stay back.”
The left fielder is the only
freshman starting on a regular basis, but Vogelbach says
there is no pressure attached
to that.
“Its just the game of baseball,” Vogelbach said. “I’ve been
playing my whole life. Its fun
and I enjoy every minute being
out there, so I don’t find any
pressure on me just because I
am a freshman.”
There is something, however, that Vogelbach said has

are throwing in pieces that are
from the 1930s and ‘40s. We
are playing some ballads that
have a little bit of a rock feel to
them. It makes for a very variable concert.”
This was the jazz ensemble’s
eighth performance this semester.
Courtney Brown can be
contacted at brown265@
marshall.edu.
“(Boeheim) said, ‘Are you
going to retire soon?’” Pitino said. “I don’t know why
Jim would ask me that. And
then my wife grabbed him in
a restaurant and said, ‘Jim,
are you going to retire?’
He said, ‘No, Rick needs to
retire. His children are all
grown up. Mine are young. I
have to coach 10 or 12 more
years.’”

been bringing him luck during his freshman campaign.
As a left fielder, Vogelbach is
considered to play the seventh
position in scorebooks. He
also happens to hit in the seventh spot in the lineup, and he
wears the number seven.
“You know, before I got here,
it wasn’t my lucky number. I
wore number 11,” Vogelbach
said. “But since I have been
here, I guess the number seven
has kind of played a big role
my freshman year. I guess you
could say it’s lucky for me.”
Friday and Saturday’s games
are slated to begin at 2:05 p.m.,
with a 10:00 a.m. start to the
finale on Sunday.
Caitie Smith can be contacted
at
smith1650@
marshall.edu.

Hunter said. “I’m glad I did it. I
guess they wanted to see how
we’d do in the real world.”
Assessment Day gave students a voice on campus and a
chance to help the university.
Jessica Patterson can be
contacted at patterson73@
marshall.edu.
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ITUNES | TOP 10 MUPPETS
1. When I Was Your Man by Bruno Mars

6. Can’t Hold Us by Macklemore & Ryan Lewis

2. Just Give Me A Reason by P!nk

7. Pom Poms by Jonas Brothers

3. Cruise (Remix) by Florida Georgia Line

8. Heart Attack by Demi Lovato

4. Radioactive by Imagine Dragons

9. Feel This Moment by Pitbull

5. Suit & Tie by Justin Timberlake

10. I Love It by Icona Pop
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A GOOD HEAD AND A GOOD HEART ARE
“ALWAYS
A FORMIDABLE COMBINATION.”

Five questions with

Q

C M Y K 50 INCH

By DAVID MARTINDALE MCT

Congratulations on your recent TV wedding. Leslie and
Ben Wyatt (played by Adam Scott) seem to be an ideally
matched couple. What’s your secret?
It’s chemistry, baby. You can’t fight it. What’s cool about
acting with Adam is that I always am surprised and challenged, and it’s always really interesting. We know each
other’s rhythms, and we’re comfortable with
each other, which is half the battle when
you’re working in comedy.

Where does “Parks and Recreation” rank among
the high points in your career?

It’s surpassed my wildest expectations of how good it could
be. Every minute, it just keeps getting better and a richer
experience. Honestly, this show has enriched my life. It’s
like a job I’ll never have again. So I’m very grateful for it
every minute. I get to be on something with the best cast in
television or film. That’s what I get to work with every day.

Q
A

What has been your favorite Ben-andLeslie moment from the show so far?

When the show finally does come to an end, how
will you deal with that kind of loss?
Basically, when the show is over, the cast and all the
writers, we’re going to go to a town and we’re going
to live there and we’re going to pretend it’s Pawnee
until the Department of Tobacco and Firearms tells
us we have to leave.

Q
A

The proposal. I thought the proposal scene
was so beautifully written (by executive producer Michael Schur). I remember getting it
and nobody changed a word. Everybody was
really happy for the characters, and it was a combination of really sweet and heartfelt and very
earned but also just very funny.

Are there any behind-the-scenes secrets
about “Parks and Rec” that you’d like to share
at this time?

Charlize Theron plays my stand-in. I feel like no
one’s written about that.

Richie Sambora
leaves Bon Jovi tour

Comic convention comes to the
big sandy superstore arena

By AUGUST BROWN

By CHRIS HODGE

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
On Tuesday, Bon Jovi took
the stage at a Calgary show
missing one key member
guitarist Richie Sambora.
Bon Jovi fans might need
to get used to that sight for
a while. The band said in
a statement that Sambora
has pulled out of the arenarock band’s tour for the
foreseeable future, citing
only “personal issues” for
his departure.
It’s uncertain how long
Sambora will be off duty.
The band’s tour will take
them
through
Europe,
South America and South
Africa before some October
U.S. dates.
It’s not the first time
Sambora has been sidelined

for personal reasons. He’s
previously been to rehab
for painkiller addiction and
arrested for DUI.
Last year, however, he
released a well-received
solo album “Aftermath of
the Lowdown” on local indie Dangerbird Records.
Many of its songs were
about those struggles with
addiction.
Bon Jovi is doing its best
without
him,
however.
At that Calgary show, the
Daily Mail cited singer Jon
Bon Jovi telling the crowd,
“I had two choices pack up
and go home or give you
everything I got ... Richie
Sambora won’t be performing for a while. If there’s
ever a night I need you, it’s
tonight, Calgary!”

‘Parks and Rec’ star brings
comedy to Huntington
By RACHEL FORD

MANAGING EDITOR
“Parks and Recreation” star
and stand-up comedian Aziz
Ansari brought laughter to
Huntington, Wednesday, at the
Keith-Albee Performing Arts
Center during a stop on his
“Buried Alive!” tour.
The show began with comedian Max Silvestri opening the
show, telling jokes for 30 minutes about technology, talking
to old friends and disappointed
parents.
Ansari’s hour and a half routine featured jokes on a variety
of subjects including marriage,
raising children, finding the
person whom one wants to
marry, equality and the taboos
(or lack thereof) of online
dating.
Ansari also told the crowded
theater about meeting musician Seal, as well as President
Barack Obama.
Brief parodies of Seal’s hit
song, “Kiss from a Rose” were

performed during the bit, including comparing the song to
how Seal talks on a day-to-day
basis.
Ansari left the stage briefly
after an hour and 20 minutes,
only to return for a few more
jokes and to thank the crowd.
“I really can’t tell you what a
treat it is to get to travel around
the country and perform in
lovely theaters like this,” Ansari
said. “It’s my favorite thing I get
to do.”
The packed theater included
many students who were excited to see Ansari do his
stand-up routine.
“I’ve waited years to see Aziz,”
Angela Scoulas, junior music
performance major, said. “I’m
so glad I finally got this chance.”
The current leg of the “Buried Alive!” tour began on March
27 and runs through the end of
May.
Rachel Ford can be contacted at ford80@marshall.
edu.
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The Second Annual Tri-State Comic
Convention is coming Saturday to the
Big Sandy Superstore Arena in downtown Huntington. from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The event will start at 10 a.m. and
end at 6 p.m. The convention will
highlight talent from major national
and independent comics publishers.
and will feature special guests, panels,
exhibitors, local vendors, a charity auction and a costume contest. Admission
is $7 and free for children younger than
10 with a paid adult admission.
Show organizer and Marshall University alumnus James Maddox said last
year’s Tri-Con was a success and helped
put Huntington on the map as the comic
destination for West Virginia.
“We knew that Huntington had a
strong level of support for comics,
but the turnout was even better than
we predicted,” Maddox said in a news
release.
This year’s Tri-State Comic Convention will feature special guests like
Beau Smith, a Huntington native, Marshall graduate and comic writer, whose

work has been featured in “Spawn,”
“Wyonna Earp” and the “Green
Lantern.”
Other guests include comic author
Robert Venditti, whose work includes
“Surrogates” and “X-O Manowar,”
comic artists Steve Scott, whose work
includes “Batman” “Confidential,” “The
Creeper” and “Hulk: Broken Worlds,”
Billy Tucci, whose work includes “Shi”
and “Sgt. Rock” and Duane Swierczynski, whose work includes “Judge
Dredd,” “Bloodshot” and “Punisher.”
Tri-Con will feature panels like
“Talking with a Walker” with Kevin
Galbraith, who was a featured extra
on the “The Walking Dead.” Galbraith
will talk about his experience portraying the infamous swamp zombie from
the second season, and attendees will
get the chance to ask about his experiences of being a featured extra on the
hit television show.
Tri-Con will also feature exhibitors
like Squad Corellia, Star Wars enthusiasts and members of the 501st Legion,
which is an all-volunteer organization
of community-minded cosplayers who
dress in imperial storm trooper regalia

and live by the motto “Bad guys doing
good things.”
Tri-Con will feature local vendors
like C&C Comics from St. Albans, W.Va.,
and Geifer Games & Comics from
Huntington.
Tri-Con will also feature a charity auction to benefit the Comic Book
Legal Defense Fund, a non-profit organization dedicated to the protection of
the First Amendment rights of comic
creators, retailers, publishers, librarians and readers. The auction will
feature signed comics by Garth Ennis,
Neal Adams and Mark Waid and original comic art by Norman Lee.
The Tri-State Comic Con will also
feature a costume contest with a cash
award for the first place winner and a
prize package donated by exhibitors
and sponsorsw for the runner up. The
contest will feature two divisions, one
for children under 13 years old and
one for anyone above the age of 13.
The contest is limited to a maximum
of 50 entries, which will be taken on a
first come, first serve basis.
Chris Hodge can be contacted at
chris.hodge@marshall.edu.
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